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My overall view is that these regulations should remain as they are with only minor variations, because 

of the positive effect they have had on the rate of land clearing in NSW. Land clearing is the major driver 

for the process of decline in almost all Australian native animals. The tipping points for biological 

systems is being or has been reached, and once started these negative cycles will be very expensive and 

very hard for any government left with the results. I sight bellbird related dieback, Myrtle rust and 

cinnamon fungus as examples of eco systems tipping to negative cycles and that the  sympathetic 

management of native vegetation is the single most important contributor to regaining or maintaining 

healthy balance in these natural systems.  

I am opposed to any weakening of any of the regulations/ codes or Acts covering land clearing and 

logging operations in nsw mainly because the loss of the nation’s biodiversity. 

I do support the streamlining of red tape relating to necessary works for sensible environmentally 

sensitive land management.  

I oppose any move to regulate crown lease via the PNF “provisions” as this will undoubtedly 

lead to loss of bio diversity for NSW. (see my comments on the PNF code) and  resulting private 

exploitation of crown forest estate. 

EXEMPTIONS: for land clearing 

With regards to the exemptions for land clearing, I have the following comments. 

The 20m wide exemption for roads seems to be an excessive base line?    

10m wide (6m road plus 2m wide for each batter) for normal track construction, with a extension 20m if 

there is a (documented?) need to go beyond the 10m. 

I have similar concerns with the default,5ha exemption  for dwelling’s this equates to 240m diameter  

cleared area, while this may be acceptable in some circumstances but seems to very large area of 

clearing  as a default. My own observation would be most dwellings seem to fit comfortably and safely 

within a 2 ha clearing. 

CHANGES TO THE PRIVATE NATIVE FORESTRY CODE. 

My most pressing concern with the code is the monitoring and compliance of these conditions, as it is 

obvious (to anyone in the know) that rigorous auditing will not be undertaken by OEH/EPA, Its all well 

and good to have these conditions on paper but the actual implementation and compliance with 

conditions in the field is completely different story and basically a lot of the conservation value of the 



conditions  is lost in this translation to reality .  I have a fair bit of experience with monitoring condition 

compliance with in the public forest estate in nsw and the compliance rate of these government run 

operations with its own laws is no less than woeful seemingly cultured by teams EPA  auditors full of 

acceptance that non compliance is the norm .So the mind boggles  at the depths  the non compliance 

rate can sink to on private land. 

 

Threatened species specific conditions of code. 

The proposed codes protections for the following species, Koala, Brush tailed phascogale ,squirrel 

glider  and longnosed potoroo are laughably weak. I believe given the rarity and continued decline of 

these species in nsw forests, anything less than a hard exclusion zone based around the location of 

records of these species will be a contributor to the ongoing extinction of the animals. Its my experience 

that these “trees per ha” are hard to audit, and have various “field implementation issues”  which 

ultimately lead to accepted levels of noncompliance. 

Let the following rewording for the koala condition be an example more workable in the field. 

 Where there is more than 3 koala records within a 1 ha area then an exclusion zone of 2ha 

must be implemented around these’s records, taking in the highest quality primary browse 

trees. 

I would like to see the ‘walk over” technique adopted as the default way of removing logs from a harvest 

areas, this would cut the amount of sediment moving out of harvest areas leading to a rise in stream 

water quality across NSW. 

3.1 Single tree selection and thinning 
(1) Single tree selection and thinning operations must not reduce the stand basal area 
below the limits specified in Table A.  

table A’s limits are too low. Operations must be limited leaving 20 cu meters per hectare or 60% 

of the pre harvest basal area. 

4.2 Protection of habitat and biodiversity 

 (4) Retained habitat trees should, where possible, represent the range of species in 
mature and late mature growth stages.  

Remove the word should replace with must. 

(5) Habitat trees should, where possible, be evenly distributed throughout the area of 
harvesting operations and within the net logging area. Preference should be given to 
trees with well developed spreading crowns and minimal butt damage. 

Remove the word should replace with must. 



Table D: Minimum standards for tree retention 
Trees that must be retained 
• 10 hollow bearing trees per 2 hectares, where available. 
• One recruitment tree from the next cohort and representing the range of species in the 
forest before forest operations commenced must be retained for every hollow bearing 
tree. 

These levels of habitat and recruitment trees are very low in my opinion.  

16 per 2 ha would be more sporting. 

 4.4 Drainage feature protection 

These “buffer zones” described would be better described as “modified harvest area” , allowing 

logging so close to riparian zones will lead to pollution of waters and sedimentation of rivers, 

and will impact on the wildlife that would have used these areas as refuge after logging.  

Remove buffer zone replace with soft exclusion zone fell in only is my preferred option. 

If this condition are to be implemented despite my above objection , I think limiting the felling and 

extraction of trees in the buffer zone would be more practical than a basal area measurement, Six trees 

allowed to be removed per each 200m of buffer of riparian zone or something similar perhaps ?. 

In closing I’d like to raise the following as well as being one of the main drivers of extinctions land 

clearing and timber harvesting and the new ecosystems they breed, encourage drying out and fire in the 

landscape, it seems a strange that the government of the driest and most fire prone land in the world is 

proliferating such short sighted dangerous operations, given the now accepted fact that these 

drought/fire events are only going to continue to increase in intensity and frequency. 

Thank you for your time and giving me the opportunity to contribute. 

 


